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Open Ownership Register

The Open Ownership Register combines over 24 million beneficial ownership records relating to more than 8 million 
companies and 9 million beneficial owners. It collects data from companies registered in Denmark, Slovakia, Ukraine, 
and the United Kingdom (UK), reconciling these national datasets with company data from Open Corporates. It then 
makes this data available for download after mapping it to the Beneficial Ownership Data Standard (BODS), with the 
aim of providing global, well-structured, linkable beneficial ownership data in order to search and investigate informa-
tion on company ownership and control worldwide.

The Register allows users to search by a person’s name, a company name, or a company ID number.

Step 1. In the search box, input a person’s first name or surname, or an entity’s name or ID number

https://register.openownership.org/
https://opencorporates.com/
https://standard.openownership.org/en/0.3.0/
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Step 2. Select the person or entity you are interested in 

References show:

1. how many matching results the system contains based on your initial search;

2. how many legal entities contain a part of the search in their names;

3. how many people match the initial search;

4. the jurisdiction where the data was originally submitted.

In the example above, we can see that there are 38 legal entities containing our search, and three people with similar 
names. You can either click on “person” or “legal entity” to filter and only display the information you are interested in.

The importance of unique identifiers

Open Ownership’s technical guidance recommends that publishers collect and publish beneficial ownership 
data on people and companies using unique identifiers. These are unique codes that distinguish one person from 
another. Each person should, correspondingly, be identified by a unique identifier in any identification scheme. 

Even where there are misspelled names, unique identifiers help ensure that you can accurately connect a person to 
the companies over which they exercise ownership or control, permitting better analysis. Without unique identi-
fiers, there is a danger that you might confuse people who have similar names or personal details.

1
2

3

4

https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/guidance/identifiers.html
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Step 3: Display your interested page

If  you choose a person, the Register will display all the entities in which that person has or has previously had interests in.

In the left-hand side, you will find the person’s address and where the data was ingested from.

In the example above, we can see that there are 38 legal entities containing our search, and three people with similar 
names. You can either click on “person” or “legal entity” to filter and only display the information you are interested in.
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Step 4: Select your desired action

At the top menu, you can choose from a different set of actions:

– Transliterate: Check if the names of beneficial owners or companies can or should be transliterated into a different 
language.

– Report incorrect data: Open Ownership republished data from official sources and is not responsible for the data 
submitted or published by countries. If you spot incorrect data, you may report it and we will consider taking action 
to remove the data.

– View as graph: Visualise the ownership structure as a diagram.

– Download BODS JSON: Download the individual record data for the beneficial owner or company you are looking 
at in BODS JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format.

View data as graph

If you would like to see your data as a graph, the Register will display a simple diagram showing the ownership structure. 
A simple ownership structure, as in the example below, will show the beneficial owners and the type of relationship 
they have with the entity:

If the company appears in grey, it means that it is no longer active. You should be able to see the dissolution date.

By hovering over the arrow, you will be able to see the type of relationship between the person and the entity, and when 
that ownership or control interest started

https://register.openownership.org/privacy
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If the arrow between the person and the entity appears in grey, it means that person is no longer the beneficial owner of 
the company. You should be able to see when the ownership or control relationship ended.
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Beneficial Ownership Data Standard (BODS)  
data analysis tools

Open Ownership’s BODS data analysis tools allow you to discover, download, and analyse sources of beneficial owner-
ship data published in line with BODS. 

Up-to-date national beneficial ownership data from Denmark, Slovakia, and the UK is currently available via these tools 
for download or analysis in a variety of formats, such as comma-separated values (CSV), SQLite, PostgreSQL, Parquet, 
and JSON. 

Latvian BODS data from 2021, mapped data from the Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation, and a combined dataset 
from the Open Ownership Register are also available here. All datasets are published under an open licence for anyone 
to reuse, and they are connected up to the BigQuery and Datasette services to support detailed analysis and the running 
of queries using Structured Query Language (SQL). The code for these tools is published on GitHub.

BigQuery
BigQuery is a service from Google which provides organisations access to “data warehouse” tools so that they can carry 
out detailed or complex data queries.. Users may need to pay Google for this depending on the complexity of the queries. 
Each of the datasets in the BODS data analysis tools are configured so that users can go to the dataset in BigQuery, copy 
it to their own workspace, and analyse it as they wish.

https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-analysis-tools/
https://standard.openownership.org/en/0.3.0/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/denmark/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/slovakia/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/UK_PSC/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/latvia/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/gleif/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/register/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/register/
https://opendatacommons.org/licenses/by/1-0/
https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/
https://datasette.io/
https://github.com/openownership/bodsdata
https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-analysis-tools/
https://console.cloud.google.com/bigquery?project=bodsdata&pli=1
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Datasette
To help people search and query any of the datasets published via the BODS data analysis tools for free, Open Ownership 
uploads those datasets to a platform called Datasette.

Datasette is a tool for exploring and publishing data. It helps people take data of any shape and analyse,explore, and 
publish it as an interactive website and accompanying application programming interface.

Step 1: Click on the Datasette label 

For each dataset on the BODS data analysis tools, there is a link labelled “Datasette”. Clicking this will take you to the 
Datasette instance to explore that particular dataset. Watch the introduction video from the Datasette team to learn more 
about how to use it.

Step 2: Choose the table you want to use

Once you enter the selected country’s Datasette page, you will see a list of tables. Choose the one you want to explore. 
Below each table’s name, in italics, you will see all the fields contained in each table and the number of rows (statements) 
there are. 

In the example below, we can see that Latvia’s entity statement table contains over 120,000 rows as well as each of the 
fields from this part of the entity statements (type, name, date of incorporation, publication date, etc.).

https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-analysis-tools/
https://datasette.io/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-analysis-tools/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kDFBnXaw-c
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Step 3: Create your own filters

You can select what information you want to see from each table. Following the previous example, from the entity state-
ments you can select the “column” you want to filter and choose how you would like to do so by selecting an item from 
the middle dropdown menu. 

For example, you can look for an individual company name:

You can also filter by companies that have been founded after a particular year  (such 1992, as in this example):

You can also add another filter to only show companies registered between particular years (in this case, 1992-1994).

https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia/entity_statement?_sort=_link&name__exact=SIA+%22GB+INVESTMENT%22
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia/entity_statement?_sort=_link&foundingdate__gt=1992
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia/entity_statement?_sort=_link&foundingdate__lt=1994&foundingdate__gt=1992
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Step 4: Edit the SQL query

Using the automatic filters provided by the systems will make it easier for non-data experts to search. Using those filters 
will limit the search within the same “table”. For instance, following the example above, we can filter information within 
entities but we cannot find general statistics or experiment with the data, and we cannot combine an entity with person 
statements (e.g. searching for companies registered after 1992, whose beneficial owner was born after 1980). In order to do 
so, you will need to manually edit the SQL query. 

4.1. Explore the data

In the example below, we used Datasette to show us the most common addresses from all UK-registered entities. To do 
this, we selected all the addresses in the entity_statement table, then ordered them by “desc” (descendant), to show the 
most common ones at the top of the list. 

In this example, we can see that there are over 2,000 entities registered at 20-22 Wenlock Road, London. This might be 
a red flag for investigators, or it could be that a company formation agent which creates companies is registered at that 
address.

You can copy this query and adapt it to another jurisdiction’s Datasette and sort it differently, or you can change the 
search to sort most common addresses from person_statement (beneficial owners).

https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/UK_PSC?sql=select+address%2C+count%28*%29%0D%0Afrom+entity_addresses%0D%0Awhere+type+is+%27registered%27%0D%0Agroup+by+address%0D%0Aorder+by+2+desc
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/UK_PSC?sql=select+address%2C+count%28*%29%0D%0Afrom+person_addresses%0D%0Awhere+type+is+%27registered%27%0D%0Agroup+by+address%0D%0Aorder+by+2+desc
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4.2. Combining two or more tables

If you want to know, for example, who is the oldest beneficial owner listed in a country’s jurisdiction, you can do this by 
writing queries which bring together data from different Datasette tables: 

– Person_statement (beneficial owner name)

– Person_addresses (beneficial owner’s residence)

– Person_statement (contains birth date)

In this case, the query looks at the person’s date of birth  (person_statement), country of residence (person_addresses), 
and full name (person_statement), filters it by country to provide only Latvian examples, then sorts them by date of 
birth so the oldest person appears at the top.

You can copy this query and adapt it to your needs. If you want to see the youngest beneficial owner, you will need to 
sort the list in descending order so the youngest person will be listed at the top (see query here). 

You can identify which tables you need to select by looking into the writing in italics which describe the items contained 
in each (see Step 2), or by looking at the BODS data schema.

https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia?sql=select%0D%0A++birthdate%2C%0D%0A++country%2C%0D%0A++fullName%0D%0Afrom%0D%0A++person_statement+as+ps%0D%0A++join+person_addresses+as+pa+on+ps._link+%3D+pa._link_person_statement%0D%0A++join+person_names+as+pn+on+ps._link+%3D+pn._link_person_statement%0D%0Awhere%0D%0A++pa.country+%3D+%27LV%27%0D%0Aorder+by%0D%0A++birthdate
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia?sql=select%0D%0A++birthdate%2C%0D%0A++country%2C%0D%0A++fullName%0D%0Afrom%0D%0A++person_statement+as+ps%0D%0A++join+person_addresses+as+pa+on+ps._link+%3D+pa._link_person_statement%0D%0A++join+person_names+as+pn+on+ps._link+%3D+pn._link_person_statement%0D%0Awhere%0D%0A++pa.country+%3D+%27LV%27%0D%0Aorder+by%0D%0A++birthdate%0D%0A++desc
https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/reference.html
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BODS data analysis notebooks 
and dashboards
To support analysts wanting to more closely examine and 
understand beneficial ownership data published in line 
with BODS, Open Ownership has created a range of data 
analysis notebooks and dashboards.

These help anyone to answer questions from beneficial 
ownership data published in line with BODS, and they 
can be reused for any BODS data source from any country.

To see some examples, find our Latvia notebook which 
looks at data sources to see how closely they align with 
the Open Ownership Principles for effective beneficial 
ownership disclosure. 

Alternatively, our UK Persons with Significant Control 
(PSC) Register dashboard helps users learn overall figures 
about the size, shape, and trends in a data source. The 
code for these tools is published on GitHub.

https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/analysis-notebooks-and-dashboards-for-beneficial-ownership-data-standard-bods-data/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/analysis-notebooks-and-dashboards-for-beneficial-ownership-data-standard-bods-data/
https://deepnote.com/@open-ownership/latviademo-4b182b6b-8b8d-4255-97b4-37434c6929c6
https://www.openownership.org/en/principles/
https://www.openownership.org/en/principles/
https://deepnote.com/@open-ownership/UK-PSC-dashboard-2a4e8e4e-492e-48cb-891c-34b1d852dbfd
https://deepnote.com/@open-ownership/UK-PSC-dashboard-2a4e8e4e-492e-48cb-891c-34b1d852dbfd
https://github.com/openownership/bodsanalysis
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BODS data generator

The BODS data generator is a spreadsheet template that allows anyone to convert beneficial ownership information so 
that it can be represented as structured data in line with BODS version 0.3. 

Having well-structured data which uses BODS allows people to compare and combine information from different juris-
dictions. Once completed, the data captured in the spreadsheet can be submitted to Open Ownership’s data review tool 
for validation and conversion to BODS JSON format. It can also be visualised using the BODS data visualiser. We have 
outlined the steps for this below. 

Step 1: Create a copy of the spreadsheet

The BODS data generator spreadsheet only works in Google Drive. In order to use it, create a copy and store it in your 
personal Google Drive account. You can do this by clicking “File” on the top left-hand menu, then clicking “Make a copy”. 
Change the name, and make sure to store your copy in your personal drive or desired folder.

 

https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-standard-generator/
https://standard.openownership.org/en/0.3.0/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-standard-data-review-tool/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/bods-data-visualiser/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-standard-generator/
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Step 2: Read the guidance

The spreadsheet is built in a simple, self-explanatory way, however, make sure you have read all the guidance and recom-
mendations in the “Read me” tab before starting to work with it. 

To get familiar with BODS, reading the Structured and interoperable beneficial ownership data briefing or the ”Relational 
database design considerations for beneficial ownership information briefing will help with understanding the fields and 
how they relate to each other.

Step 3: Understand how the spreadsheet is organised

The spreadsheet is structured in line with the BODS statement-based data model:

– Person statement: Here you should include all the data related to the people that are involved in an ownership chain 
as beneficial owners. This is the <1_person_main> sheet.

– Entity statement: Here you should include all the data related to the legal entities involved in an ownership struc-
ture. This is the <2_entity_main> sheet.

– Ownership or control: Here is where entities and people are connected. In this section, you should relate the benefi-
cial owners with the relevant entities. This is the <3_ownership_control_main> sheet.

 
 
For more information about the specific fields that BODS recommends each component 
to have, please consult our documentation.

Step 4: Change to your personal URL

Once you have created your personal spreadsheet, copy the URL and paste it into the eighth row of the “Upload” sheet. 
This will be used later for converting the data into JSON format:

https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/structured-and-interoperable-beneficial-ownership-data/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/relational-database-design-considerations-for-beneficial-ownership-information/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/relational-database-design-considerations-for-beneficial-ownership-information/
https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/concepts.html
https://standard.openownership.org/en/0.3.0/
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Step 5: Include the publication information

The last step before starting to actually complete the spreadsheet is to update the “Publication information” sheet to your 
or your organisation’s data. It is very important that the spreadsheet contains the details of the producer of the data in 
order to avoid duplications and confusion. 

You should only complete the following fields:

– Publisher name (your name or your organisation’s name)

– Publisher URL (if your organisation has one)

– Publication date (date in which you are completing the spreadsheet)

– Licence (if applicable)
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Step 6: Complete the beneficial owner details

Under the <1_person_main> sheet, you will be able to complete the beneficial owner(s) details. Remember that a benefi-
cial owner can only be a natural person, so this sheet should only be completed with a person’s information.

You will see that under each column it is specified whether the information is required or recommended. 

Start with the “Statement date” column. The “Statement ID” is automatically completed once you start with the other 
fields, along with the fields at the end of the table coloured in grey. 

Many of the fields are self explanatory. However, below we provide some guidance for those that might not 
be as clear:

– Statement date: This refers to the exact date in which you are creating your BODS data. 

– Is component?: You will see a dropdown menu where only two options can be completed: true or false. This should 
be true if the data you are entering is part of a longer ownership chain, and false if this statement captures all the 
relevant information. Follow the instructions in our BODS guidance for further information on this.

– Person type: This should be a known person if you know the beneficial owner’s name; an anonymous person if 
you know who the beneficial owner is but cannot disclose their information (for privacy or other reasons); or an 
unknown person if you do not know who the beneficial owner is. 

– Nationality: Choose the person’s country of birth from the dropdown menu. If the person lives in a country 
different from their birth country, you can include that later on in the address details.

– Replaces statements: Only complete this if the statement you are creating replaces a previous one (this is mainly 
used to track changes over time).

For further guidance, please refer to the BODS data schema, which contains detailed information on each of 
these items.

A completed version of the <1_person_main> sheet should look like this:

Fictional example built for the explanatory purposes of this user guide.
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https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/schema-browser.html#entity-statement
https://standard.openownership.org/en/0.3.0/schema/reference.html
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1o_5jTpSTsMZ6BnzueI8luz9yOXI6haadDGwa8Rz4SY0/edit#gid=1522424564
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Step 7: Complete the legal entity details

Under the <2_entity_main> sheet, you will be able to complete the legal entity details(companies, legal arrangements, 
investment funds, trusts, etc.).

You will see that under each column it is specified whether the information is required or recommended. Start with the 
“Statement date” column. The “Statement ID” is automatically completed once you start with the other fields, along with 
the fields at the end of the table coloured in grey. 

As above, many of the fields are self explanatory. However, below we provide some guidance for those that 
might not be as clear:

– Statement date: This refers to the exact date in which you are creating your BODS data. 

– Is component?: You will see a dropdown menu where only two options can be completed: true or false. This should 
be true if the data you are entering is part of a longer ownership chain, and false if this statement captures all the 
relevant information. Follow the instructions in our BODS guidance for further information on this.

– Entity type: Choose an option from the dropdown menu. For a detailed explanation of each type, please refer to the 
BODS data schema and look for the “EntityType” code list.

– Entity subtype category: This is only relevant for state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in order to specify their governing 
body. For further guidance on how to collect beneficial ownership information about SOEs, consult our briefing, 
Defining and capturing data on the ownership and control of state-owned enterprises.

– Entity identifier - id: BODS recommends that each entity has a unique identifier, which helps to individualise a 
particular entity from any other. This can be a company registration number, a tax number, etc.

– Entity identifier - scheme code: This should be an entry from the org-id.guide (https://www.org-id.guide) codelist. 
Search by country, then look to see if the organisation providing the ID is listed.

A completed version of the <2_entity_main> sheet should look like this:

Fictional example built for the explanatory purposes of this user guide.

https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/schema-browser.html#entity-statement
https://standard.openownership.org/en/0.3.0/schema/reference.html
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/defining-and-capturing-data-on-the-ownership-and-control-of-state-owned-enterprises/
https://www.org-id.guide/
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1o_5jTpSTsMZ6BnzueI8luz9yOXI6haadDGwa8Rz4SY0/edit%23gid%3D1978293582&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1689769470872552&usg=AOvVaw2qa4MjQudsNCh6H9qtYyeg
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Step 8: Complete the details of the ownership or 
control relationship between the legal 
entity and the beneficial owner(s)

Under the <3_ownership_or_control_main> sheet, you 
will be able to complete the relationship between the enti-
ties and their beneficial owner(s).

You will see that under each column it is specified whether 
the information is required or recommended. . Start 
with the “Statement date” column. The “Statement ID” is 
automatically completed once you start with the other 
fields, along with the fields at the end of the table coloured 
in grey.  

Start with the “Statement date” column. The “Statement 
ID” is automatically completed once you start with the 
other fields, along with the fields at the end of the table 
coloured in grey. 

As above, many of the fields are self explanatory. 
However, below we provide some guidance for those 
that might not be as clear:

– Statement date: This refers to the exact date in which 
you are creating your BODS data. 

– Is component?: You will see a dropdown menu where 
only two options can be completed: true or false. This 
should be true if the data you are entering is part of 
a longer ownership chain, and false if this statement 
captures all the relevant information. Follow the 
instructions in our BODS guidance for further infor-
mation on this.

– Subject entity: All the previously created legal entities 
under <2_entity_main> will appear under the drop-
down menu. You should select one per field.

– Interested entity: If you are creating an indirect 
ownership relationship – meaning there is a legal 
entity that has control or ownership over another legal 
entity – then you should complete this column with 
the entity that controls the “subject entity”. If this field 
is completed, then there should not be an interested 
person.

– Interested person: This is the field referring to the 
beneficial owner. You should choose a person from the 
dropdown menu in the cell (all people created in the 
<1_person_main> tab should appear here). You should 
add as many rows as beneficial owners exist, one per 
record.

– Unspecified reason: This field should only be 
completed if the beneficial owner is unknown or 
cannot be specified. Include here, if possible, the 
reasons why their identity is unknown.

– Interest level: Specify whether the relationship is 
direct (a person owns/controls a company) or indirect 
(there is a legal entity that owns/controls a company, 
and therefore the beneficial ownership is held 
indirectly).

– Interest type: Include here, in as much detail as 
possible, the types of interest the person has over the 
company. If there are more than one, complete several 
rows.

– Beneficial ownership or control: A beneficial owner-
ship or control interest is always between a natural 
person and an entity, and it exists where the person 
ultimately benefits from, or has a degree of control 
over, the entity. There may be cases where a person 
has an interest in an entity but there are arrangements 
or other conditions that mean this interest does not 
constitute beneficial ownership or control. If the latter 
is the case, then this should be completed as “false”.

– Interest details: This is an open field to add details 
about how the interest is exercised and to include any 
explanatory comments.

– Exact share value: Input, in numbers, the exact 
amount of shares that the beneficial owner holds 
over the legal entity.

– Maximum/minimum share value: There are some 
jurisdictions that set in their regulations a range of 
shares that should be declared (sometimes in addition 
to and sometimes replacing the exact amount). If that 
is the case, you can use these fields to input the range 
of shares you know the person holds over a company, 
even if you do not know the exact share (e.g. between 
25% and 50%)

– Interest start date: The exact date in which the 
interest started (e.g. when the person was appointed 
as director, or when the person acquired the shares). 

– Interest end date: The importance of this field is that 
it enables analysis of beneficial ownership changes 
throughout time. This field should be completed with 
the exact date in which the beneficial ownership inter-
ests ended.

– Replaces statements: This field should be completed if 
the statement is replacing an old or incorrect one. 

The grey columns should not be completed.

https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/schema-browser.html#entity-statement
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Step 9: Check there are no mistakes

Once you have completed all three sheets, go back to the “Upload” sheet where you will see a table showing whether or not 
the data has been inputted correctly. It will appear in green when it is correct or red when it is incorrect (see table below).

Step 10: Download your data

If the checks are all correct, your BODS data has been successfully created and it is ready to use. You can download it in 
different formats:

– CSV: From the top left menu, go to “File”, then “Download”, then “CSV”.

– JSON: On the “Upload” sheet, click the URL in row 10 (see image below), which will redirect you to the BODS data 
review tool. This tool assesses whether the data is correct or not. If it is, you will be able to download the data directly 
to JSON and use it in different platforms and analyses. 

https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-standard-data-review-tool/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-standard-data-review-tool/
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Step 11: Use your BODS data

Now you have your data in different formats, and it is ready to use.

Complex ownership example: Seplat Energy PLC (Nigeria)

Seplat Energy PLC is a Nigerian major energy supplier, and it is state owned. By looking into  Nigeria’s persons with 
significant control register, companies’ annual reports, EITI declarations, and other sources, the Open Ownership 
and Open Data Services team were able to reconstruct the ownership structure of the company, which has a complex 
chain of natural persons and state-owned and privately owned companies with both direct and indirect interests. 

In the table below, you can see the difference between the ownership and control relationships: the ownership 
is exercised through a beneficial owner’s shareholding, whereas the control is held through board membership; 
board members are individuals who have the right to appoint directors and exercise other types of control. 

Note that this image is missing columns from the original spreadsheet in order to fit this publication.

To see the full ownership chain of this company, consult our Defining and capturing data on the ownership and 
control of state-owned enterprises briefing.

https://search.cac.gov.ng/
https://search.cac.gov.ng/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1HpbmiBNq1UmVc1uII9Pxe-tpN3XKUuyfp2vjguavs_c/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/defining-and-capturing-data-on-the-ownership-and-control-of-state-owned-enterprises/capturing-structured-data/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/defining-and-capturing-data-on-the-ownership-and-control-of-state-owned-enterprises/capturing-structured-data/
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BODS data review tool

The BODS data review tool helps to assess whether a dataset complies with BODS and highlights any errors that need to 
be fixed. It works with different formats (.json, .csv, .xlsx, .ods), and allows you to:

– download data in alternative formats;

– identify a list of standard JSON validation errors;

– see unrecognised fields (if any);

– conduct additional checks by listing BODS-specific problems in the data;

– analyse the data through a breakdown of the make-up of your data and indicators of its quality.

Step 1: Upload a file

Choose the file you want to work with, and upload it to the data review tool.

Step 2: Check for validation errors

If your dataset contains validation errors, the tool will list them at the bottom. This will help you to improve your BODS 
data and make sure all statements and obligatory fields are complete. The tool provides a description of the error(s) and 
shows how many of them have been identified. 

https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-standard-data-review-tool/
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Step 3: Confirm there are no unrecognised fields in your data

If you have created your BODS data using the BODS data generator, then there will probably not be any unrecog-
nised fields. However, if you have created your BODS dataset individually, you must confirm that all of the fields 
match with BODS. 

For consulting on BODS fields and guidance, consult the BODS data schema.

Step 4: Conduct additional checks

Conducting additional checks will help you improve the quality of your BODS data. You do not necessarily need to 
correct these, as the data will be in BODS format anyway, but if you want to improve your dataset, you can follow the 
recommendations provided in the tool.

In the example from the table below, the addresses are not recognised. This might imply that a jurisdiction or postal 
code is not correct, so you may need to double check whether the declaration has been submitted correctly. The tool also 
lists the “Statement ID” where the problem occurs, so it is easy to find. 

Page 22 of 27 

https://standard.openownership.org/en/0.3.0/schema/index.html
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Step 5: Overview of your data

At the bottom of the page, you will see some rough statistics of your data: the total numbers of person, entity, and owner-
ship-or-control statements created. This quick overview will help you to assess whether your data contains all the state-
ments and fields you wanted to represent, or if something is missing.

Step 6: Download and use your data

Once you have confirmed your data looks good and is ready to use, you can either download it in JSON format to use in 
other platforms or in a simple Excel spreadsheet.

Note: If you have created your BODS data using the BODS data spreadsheet generator, using the review tool can help you convert your data to JSON format as an 
intermediary step before visualising it.

https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-standard-generator/
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BODS data visualiser

The Beneficial Ownership Visualisation System (BOVS) specifies how to illustrate beneficial ownership structures using 
a BOVS diagram. It is designed to visualise beneficial ownership structures as clearly as possible.

BOVS includes a number of rules and features, and they have been divided up to make it easier to get started. A few Core 
Rules should always be followed, but the Optional Features can be followed on a case-by-case basis. Open Ownership 
provides a number of resources to help create BOVS diagrams.

Our open-source BODS data visualisation library builds on BOVS and helps anyone with BODS data files to visualise 
ownership structures by making them graphically appealing and easy to understand. Open Ownership provides guid-
ance on how to embed this into a country’s public register in order to make ownership structures easily understandable. 
Armenia was the first country to integrate BOVS into its Electronic Business Register.

Open Ownership also hosts a version of this tool called the BODS data visualiser, where anyone can visualise data 
produced in line with BODS. Here is how to use it: 

Step 1: Upload or paste your data

You can either upload an existing file or paste the data directly in the box. If you upload an existing file, you will need to 
click on the “Import” button after the file has been chosen, after which the data will automatically appear in the white 
box. Then click “Draw” to generate your diagram.

Note that the BODS data visualiser only works with JSON data. If you do not have your BODS data in JSON format yet, 
you can run it through the BODS data review tool, which will identify if there are any errors in the data and allow you to 
download a JSON file.

https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/core-rules/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/core-rules/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/optional-features/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/resources/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/bods-data-visualiser/
https://github.com/openownership/visualisation-tool
https://github.com/openownership/visualisation-tool
https://www.e-register.am/am/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/bods-data-visualiser/
https://datareview.openownership.org/
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Step 3: Download your diagram

You can download your diagram in SVG format simply by clicking the “Download” button at the bottom of the page. You 
can then use it in any story, research, or report. Unfortunately, the system does not allow users to download the image in 
PNG or JPG format, but you can take a screenshot and store it in your computer.

For country implementers who want to embed BOVS into their business registers, please consult the BOVS Core 
Rules and guidance, or contact support@ openownership.org.

Step 2: See your diagram

The data will automatically be converted into a BODS diagram. The diagram differentiates ownership (violet) from 
control (light blue), and direct ownership (full line) from indirect (dotted line).

The example below shows a UK-based company (Honest Business Ltd) being directly owned and controlled by an 
Argentina-based person (Agustina De Luca) and a UK-based person (Stephen Abbott Pugh), whilst being indirectly 
owned by two people from the British Virgin Islands through an intermediate company from the same jurisdiction 
(Secret Ownership Ltd).
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https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/core-rules/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/core-rules/
https://github.com/openownership/visualisation-tool
mailto:support%40%20openownership.org?subject=
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Resources

Open Ownership

– Open Ownership Register

– Beneficial Ownership Data Standard

– Real world identifiers

– Schema reference

– Key concepts

– Schema browser

– Open Ownership Principles for effective beneficial 
ownership disclosure

Open Ownership BODS tools

– Beneficial ownership data analysis tools

– Analysis notebooks and dashboards for Beneficial 
Ownership Data Standard (BODS) data

– Beneficial Ownership Data Standard data generator

– Fictional example of <1_person_main> sheet

– Fictional example of <2_entity_main> sheet

– SOE example 

– Beneficial Ownership Data Standard data review tool

– Beneficial Ownership Visualisation System

– Core Rules

– Optional Features

– Resources

– BODS Data Visualiser  

Open Ownership guidance

– Structured and interoperable beneficial ownership 
data

– Relational database design considerations for benefi-
cial ownership information

– Defining and capturing data on the ownership and 
control of state-owned enterprises

Open Ownership Beneficial owner-
ship data analysis tools

– Denmark Central Business Register (Centrale 
Virksomhedsregister - CVR) (2023-06-23) 

– Slovakia Public Sector Partners Register (Register 
partnerov verejného sektora - RPVS) (2023-06-23)

– UK People with significant control (PSC) Register 
(2023-06-28)

– Register of Enterprises of the Republic of Latvia 
(2022-11-11)

– GLEIF (2023-06-27)

– Open Ownership Register (2023-06-05)

Open Ownership BODS Documentation

– BODS Data Review Tool

Datasette examples

– Entity statement (filter by individual company name)

– Entity statement (filter by date)

– Entity statement (filter between dates)

– UK_PSC (version 1)

– UK_PSC (version 2) 

– Latvia (beneficial owners, oldest to youngest)

– Latvia (beneficial owners, youngest to oldest)

Deepnote resources

– A notebook for analysing Beneficial Ownership Data 
Standard (BODS) data (Latvia notebook)

– Learn about the UK People with significant control 
(PSC) Register (UK PSC dashboard)

GitHub

– Beneficial ownership data analysis tools 

– BODS analysis notebook

– BODS visualisation tool (BODS-Dagre)

https://register.openownership.org/
https://standard.openownership.org/en/0.3.0/
https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/guidance/identifiers.html
https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/reference.html
https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/concepts.html
https://standard.openownership.org/en/latest/schema/schema-browser.html
https://www.openownership.org/en/principles/
https://www.openownership.org/en/principles/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-analysis-tools/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/analysis-notebooks-and-dashboards-for-beneficial-ownership-data-standard-bods-data/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/analysis-notebooks-and-dashboards-for-beneficial-ownership-data-standard-bods-data/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-standard-generator/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1HpbmiBNq1UmVc1uII9Pxe-tpN3XKUuyfp2vjguavs_c/edit
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-data-standard-data-review-tool/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/bods-data-visualiser/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/core-rules/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/optional-features/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/resources/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/beneficial-ownership-visualisation-system/bods-data-visualiser/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/structured-and-interoperable-beneficial-ownership-data/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/structured-and-interoperable-beneficial-ownership-data/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/relational-database-design-considerations-for-beneficial-ownership-information/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/relational-database-design-considerations-for-beneficial-ownership-information/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/defining-and-capturing-data-on-the-ownership-and-control-of-state-owned-enterprises/
https://www.openownership.org/en/publications/defining-and-capturing-data-on-the-ownership-and-control-of-state-owned-enterprises/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/denmark/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/denmark/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/slovakia/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/slovakia/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/UK_PSC/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/UK_PSC/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/latvia/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/latvia/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/gleif/
https://bods-data.openownership.org/source/register/
https://datareview.openownership.org/
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia/entity_statement?_sort=_link&name__exact=SIA+%22GB+INVESTMENT%22
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia/entity_statement?_sort=_link&foundingdate__gt=1992
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia/entity_statement?_sort=_link&foundingdate__lt=1994&foundingdate__gt=1992
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/UK_PSC?sql=select+address%2C+count%28*%29%0D%0Afrom+person_addresses%0D%0Awhere+type+is+%27registered%27%0D%0Agroup+by+address%0D%0Aorder+by+2+desc
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/UK_PSC?sql=select+address%2C+count%28*%29%0D%0Afrom+entity_addresses%0D%0Awhere+type+is+%27registered%27%0D%0Agroup+by+address%0D%0Aorder+by+2+desc
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia?sql=select%0D%0A++birthdate%2C%0D%0A++country%2C%0D%0A++fullName%0D%0Afrom%0D%0A++person_statement+as+ps%0D%0A++join+person_addresses+as+pa+on+ps._link+%3D+pa._link_person_statement%0D%0A++join+person_names+as+pn+on+ps._link+%3D+pn._link_person_statement%0D%0Awhere%0D%0A++pa.country+%3D+%27LV%27%0D%0Aorder+by%0D%0A++birthdate
https://bods-data-datasette.openownership.org/latvia?sql=select%0D%0A++birthdate%2C%0D%0A++country%2C%0D%0A++fullName%0D%0Afrom%0D%0A++person_statement+as+ps%0D%0A++join+person_addresses+as+pa+on+ps._link+%3D+pa._link_person_statement%0D%0A++join+person_names+as+pn+on+ps._link+%3D+pn._link_person_statement%0D%0Awhere%0D%0A++pa.country+%3D+%27LV%27%0D%0Aorder+by%0D%0A++birthdate%0D%0A++desc
https://deepnote.com/@open-ownership/Latvia-notebook-demo-4b182b6b-8b8d-4255-97b4-37434c6929c6
https://deepnote.com/@open-ownership/Latvia-notebook-demo-4b182b6b-8b8d-4255-97b4-37434c6929c6
https://deepnote.com/@open-ownership/UK-PSC-dashboard-2a4e8e4e-492e-48cb-891c-34b1d852dbfd
https://deepnote.com/@open-ownership/UK-PSC-dashboard-2a4e8e4e-492e-48cb-891c-34b1d852dbfd
https://github.com/openownership/bodsdata
https://github.com/openownership/bodsanalysis
https://github.com/openownership/visualisation-tool
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